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Abstract
Cooling heat flux effect in both primary and secondary cooling zone has been studied in semi-continuous casting of copper billet. Sufficient cooling is essential to reduce casting defects and to get high productivity, however low rate of solidification is
aimed in order to get coarser grain size and softer metal for less losses in extrusion. A
three-dimensional numerical model has been developed including solidification behavior of copper through mushy zone. At steady state and constant casting speed,
solid shell thickness is monitored during the reduction of cooling rate at mould region to avoid breaking out. Heat flux intensity at mould plays important role not only in the formation of solid shell thickness. But, pool length and mushy zone thickness can be significantly increased by decreasing primary cooling intensity. Increase
intensity of secondary cooling zone for two particular cases of primary cooling is
tested. First case is tested at mould inlet water temperature of 38˚C, and second case
at water temperature of 63˚C. Results showed that the combination of increasing
secondary cooling intensity and reduction of primary cooling intensity can increase
pool length and mushy zone thickness. Also, it is shown that, secondary cooling intensity can be magnified by up to 1.5 times for cooling water temperature of 63˚C to
get pool length close to that of water temperature of 38˚C.

Keywords
Copper, Semi-Continuous, Casting, Primary Cooling, Secondary Cooling, Metal
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1. Introduction
Thousands tons of copper are manufactured every year as rods, tubes, bars, and other
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diverse section products in casting-extrusion-drawing processes. Copper or brass is
casted in semi-continuous casting process as solid billets with a soft structure for extrusion purpose. The quality of the extruded rods and tubs depends on the processing factors of casting, extrusion, and drawing. In addition, energy consumption and waste
metal discarded during extrusion process also depends on each of the processing parameters for all production processes. The product quality, microstructure, and reduction
of casting defects depend essentially on cooling process during casting process. Adequate cooling is required for casting process to accelerate casting process, however extreme and rapid cooling may increase the strength of the billet and in turn increase the
energy of extrusion and also increase the quantity of discards in extrusion process. Heat
removal rate and direction affect solidification process and in turn it will affect the microstructure of the product. It is well known that the latest physical properties of the
product are function of its microstructure. In casting process, as much as grain size is
small, the energy consuming will be greater in the following extrusion process, which is
not preferable for the manufacturer.
Most of the literatures have focused on heat transfer in steel and aluminum casting
[1] [2]. In addition, they have marginalized the effect of heat transfer on the subsequent
process (in billet casting the following process is extrusion) [3]. The study of heat
transfer in casting of copper round section thin wire is different from that of heavy billet prepared for extrusion. Some literatures have focused on heat transfer in casting
mould [4] and through the gap between the mould and the cast [5]. Some other literatures have been dedicated to study the turbulence induced by metal liquid flow [6].
Some other literatures have studied heat transfer in copper strip rather than billets [7].
Hameed and Abd [8] have studied the effect of developing design of nozzles for sufficient and uniform secondary cooling to enhance the quality of casted copper. In this
research we try to decrease heat removal at the mould (primary cooling) and increase it
at the secondary cooling stage. Solidification process starts at first point of the interface
between melted metal and inner mould wall, and then a solidified shell starts forming
there. The solidified shell growths and be thicker during solidification process until the
solid parts reaches to the center of the billet. Ordinarily, this shell has fine grains especially near the billet surface due to rapid cooling there [9]. Heat is removed in both
radial and vertical direction during solidification process. In vertical direction, heat is
conducted due to temperature gradient within the billet. In mould region, cooling in
radial direction is more dominant, but it has an undesirable consequence on the forming of grains which results in smaller grains and stronger metal. If the primary cooling
is reduced and the secondary cooling is increased, then vertical heat removing will be
more predominant. As a sequence, grain will have longer time for cooling and it will
form larger size [9].

2. Methodology
At Shaheed Company-Iraq, copper billets with length of the billet up to (6 m), and with
a diameter of (18 cm) are produced. A mould with inner diameter of (18 cm) and
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length of 30 cm is used for primary cooling. Casting process of copper liquid at a temperature of 1523˚K was monitored and numerically simulated. Molten copper is poured
gradually in to the top opening of the mould. Inside the mould, melted copper cooled
by passing water through a gap within mould body. Cooling process at mould zone is
very important to form the outer surface of the billet and to build the solid shell. Water
enters mould cooling water gap from the bottom end and exits from the upper end of
the mould gap with flow rate approximately 2.5 m3/h. If cooling process in the mould is
inadequate to form strong solid shell to carry the billet, the product fail and the melted
metal will flow out. The formed billet is withdrawn from the downside of mould by a
hydraulic piston-cylinder system. The system of pulling depends on the amount of
poured molten metal. When the casted billet comes out from the lower side of the
mould, water is spread on the billet surface by a slot or set of nozzles surrounding the
billet. After approximately three meters, billet immerses in a water basin to complete
the cooling process. From direct observation of the casting process in the factory, there
are many difficulties to use measuring devices to get the data from the real system.
Most technicians are relying on direct observation and their experience to complete the
process. As a result, numerical simulation is the most suitable method to predict casting
process parameters.
Numerical simulation for extracting heat from casting billet in semi-continuous
casting process presents in this study. In addition, the primary and secondary cooling
effect on the solidification process and mushy zone during semi continuous casting
process for copper billet will be studied. For this purpose, a general-purpose CFD
package is used. The length of computational domain within the billet considered in
this model is (2.3) m. The length of the mould (primary cooling) is (30 cm). While, the
length of part downstream the mould, which exposed to the secondary cooling is (2 m).

2.1. Building Grid
Before starting with fluent program, the 3D geometry of the model has been generated
and the mesh (grid) has been built using GAMBIT software. The mesh of the billet is
explained in the following;
At the top view, the liquid entrance area or pouring zone is the small quadrilateral
mish area in Figure 1, while the area around the entrance area is considered as a top
zone of the billet which loses heat by radiation to the ambient. Surface of the billet
which exit from mould is called the secondary cooling zone which has a length of two
meter. This zone is subdivided into six different thermal boundary conditions regions
for the purpose simulating different cooling intensity regions. The first region has a
length of 10 cm to avoid touching of water spray to the mould. It is characterized by
heat radiation only. Remain five parts have a length of 30 cm for each of them, except
the final part which has a length of 40 cm. In addition, all the boundaries of this model
are subjected to heat loss except the entry and exit.
In FLUENT software, enthalpy-porosity formulation is used to solve solidification
and/or melting taking place at one temperature (e.g., in pure metals) or over a range of
temperatures (e.g., in binary alloys). The liquid-solid mushy zone treated as a porous
184
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Figure 1. Mesh of top view of computational domain at the inlet of billet (top view).

zone with porosity equal to the liquid fraction. In enthalpy-porosity technique, the
melt-solid interface do not tracked explicitly. Instead, a quantity called the liquid fraction, which indicates the fraction of the cell volume that is in liquid form, is associated
with each cell in the domain. For each single iteration, the liquid fraction is computed
based on an enthalpy balance. Mushy zone is a region in which the liquid fraction lies
between (0 and 1.0). Mushy zone is modeled as a “pseudo” porous medium in which
the porosity decreases from 1 to 0 as the material solidifies. When the material has fully
solidified in a cell, the porosity becomes zero and hence the velocities drop to zero.

2.2. Governing Equations
2.2.1. Energy Equation
For solidification region, the energy equation can write equally
∂

( ρ H ) + ∇ ⋅ ( ρ vH
) = ∇ ⋅ ( k ∇T ) + S
∂t

(1)



where; H is enthalpy, ρ is density, v is fluid velocity, and S is source term. The enthalpy of the material is computed as the sum of the sensible enthalpy, h, and the latent
heat of the components ∆H [10],
H = h + ∆H

(2)

where:
T

=
h href + ∫T CpdT
ref

(3)

where; href is reference enthalpy, Tref is reference temperature, and Cp is specific heat at
constant pressure. Liquid fraction β can be defined as;
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β = 0 if T < TSlidous
β = 1 if T > Tliquidus

β=

T − TSlidous
for TSlidous < T < Tliquidus
Tliquidus − TSlidous

(4)

Equation (4) refers to the lever rule. The latent heat content can vary between zero
(for a solid) and L (for a liquid). The latent heat of melting content can be written in
terms of the latent heat of the material in a liquid form L as follows;

∆H =
βL

(5)

The solution for temperature results from iteration between the energy Equation (1)
and the liquid fraction Equation (4). Directly using Equation (4) to update the liquid
fraction usually results in poor convergence of the energy equation. In FLUENT, the
method suggested by Voller and Swaminathan is used to update the liquid fraction. For
pure metals, where TSlidous and Tliquidus are equal, a method based on specific heat, given
by Voller and Prakash is used instead.
2.2.2. Momentum Equations
The enthalpy-porosity technique treats the mushy region (partially solidified region) as
a porous medium. The porosity in each cell is set equal to the liquid fraction in that cell.
In fully solidified regions, the porosity is equal to zero, which extinguishes the velocities
in these regions. The momentum sink due to the reduced porosity in the mushy zone
takes the following form [10];

S
=

(1 − β )

(β

3

+

2

)

 
Amush ( v − v p )

(6)

where β is the liquid volume fraction,  is a small number (0.001) to prevent division

by zero, Amush is the mushy zone constant equal 105 for almost cases, and v p is the
solid velocity due to the pulling of solidified material out of the domain (called pull velocity ). The mushy zone constant measures the amplitude of the damping; the higher
this value, the steepest the transition of the velocity of the material to zero as it solidifies. Very large values may cause the solution to oscillate. The pull velocity is included
to account for the movement of the solidified material as it is continuously withdrawn
from the domain in continuous casting processes. The presence of this term in equation
(6) allows newly solidified material to move at the pull velocity. In continuous casting
processes, the solidified matter is usually continuously pulled out from the computational domain. Therefore, the solid stuff will cause a finite velocity that needs to account for in the enthalpy-porosity technique.

2.3. Numerical Model Setting
Steady state: semi-continuous casting differs from other solidification processes by its
steady state nature, relative to an outside observer in a laboratory frame of reference
[11]. Solidification and melting choice allows setting parameters related to the solidifi186
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cation/melting model. In addition, this option includes a pull-velocities option, where
the FLUENT will account for the cause of the solidified material as it continuously
drawn from the field in the continuous casting operation.
Thermal conductivity of copper is temperature dependent and its value changes according to the material composition and thermal history. Hence, the application of
wide temperature ranges of thermal conductivity is necessary for a realistic simulation
of heat transfer analysis in a semi continuous casting operation. The specific heat,
which is defined per unit mass (J/kg∙k), is required for the Enthalpy formulation. The
latent heat treated using an apparent enthalpy/specific heat method where the heat
generation term eliminated. The specific heat CP is required for the solution of the
integral equation in enthalpy method for the same temperature range as has been defined in the thermal conductivity-temperature relationship. For copper with temperature range between Tl − Ts (mushy zone) the material starts to convert from liquid to
solid. During this conversion, the latent heat of fusion and the sensible heat (specific
heat time’s temperature) released simultaneously. It is necessary to treat the sensible
heat and the latent heat of solidification simultaneously. Density of copper in continuous casting varies from liquid to solid with temperature between 8000 - 8900 kg/m3.
Table 1 [12] shows properties of copper as a function of temperature.
Some properties of copper assumed constant at different temperature as has been
mentioned in several literatures [7] [13]. Table 2 shows properties of copper, which
constant at any temperature.
Boundary Conditions
At Shaheed Company during semi continuous casting process, the temperature of
melting copper at the inlet is 1523 k. Similarly there are many research take this temperature [14] [15]. The velocity of fluid is 0.0209766 (m/s) which is calculated from the
continuity equation for a specified pull velocity. When the liquid copper solidifies, it
must firstly waste its superheating energy and then the (solidification/fusion) latent
heat. Superheat is the heat which results from the difference in temperature between
the liquidus temperature of the copper and the temperature of the copper liquid when
it enters the mould. Typically, the superheat is about (20˚C - 40˚C) [9].
Table 1. Properties of copper depending on temperature.
Material

CP (J/kg∙K)

K (W/m∙K)

ρ (kg/m3)

Copper

351 + (0.11069 T)

416.51 − (0.05874 T)

9095.11 − (0.46292 T)

Table 2. Properties of copper which temperature independent.
No.

Thermal physical properties

Value

1.

Viscosity (kg/m∙s)

0.007

2.

Melting heat (J/kg)

205000

3.

Solidus temperature (k)

1356

4.

Liquids temperature (k)

1356
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Heat transfer from the billet to the mould is really complex and include a range of
different heat transfer operations, thus it is difficult to examine each occasion separately
[16]. Heat flux removal from the mould is controlled by convection equation. This equation is written for the trend of heat flux calculated from mould wall temperature,
water temperature, and heat transfer coefficient predicted in the literature [5]. In this
study, heat flux is decreased by increasing inlet water temperature to the mould for
fixed water mass flow rate. Heat flux is reduced until shill thickness be very thin to
withstand breaking out in order to avoid process failure by metal defuse out of the billet. The difference between the inlet and outlet water normally about (4˚C - 6˚C) as has
been stated in the literature [17].
Initially, heat flux is calculated for inlet water temperature Tw = 23˚C and outlet Tw =
29˚C, and listed against the vertical distance as shown in Table 3. In this table, heat flux
is calculated locally for each heat transfer coefficient, mould wall temperature, and local
water temperature. The cooling water inters to the mould from mould downside and
the temperature increases linearly until it reaches the maximum at the top of the
mould. The height of the mould is subdivided into equal spaces while wall temperature
is assumed to have linear distribution throughout the mould height. The heat flux is
drawn against the vertical height as shown in Figure 2. By using the graph, the trend
equation is formed for heat flux behavior throughout the mould height to be used as
variable heat flux for the boundary condition of the numerical solution. The trend equation is used as a heat flux and included in user-defined function (UDF) for the boundary condition of simulation. We set the wall of mould as a moving wall and its speed
0.002 (m/s) to simulate the movement of the billet regarding to the mould.
We increase inlet water temperature to exam the effect of reducing heat flux on pool
length, solid shell thickness and mushy zone thickness. The next step, the inlet water
temperature has been change from Tw = 23˚C to Tw = 38˚C by a step of five degrees and
so on for the next step. After Tw = 43˚C, inlet water temperature increases by 10 degree
because the impact of increased temperature was not significant. At the exit of the
mould, we draw an imaginary horizontal line in the numerical model to test the thickness of solid shell and mushy zone using liquid fraction. Along the billet centerline, we
also draw an imaginary line in the numerical field to test pool length and mushy zone
thickness at the tip of solidification.
Table 3. Heat flux versus mould height for Tw = 23˚C.
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H (W/m2∙k)

T (˚C)

Tw (˚C)

Y (m)

q (W/m2)

90,000

150

29

0.3

10,890,000

70,000

145

28

0.25

8,190,000

54,000

140

27

0.2

6,102,000

41,000

135

26

0.15

4,469,000

34,000

130

25

0.1

3,570,000

31,000

125

24

0.05

3,131,000

30,000

120

23

0

2,910,000
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Figure 2. Heat flux versus mould height for Tw = 23˚C.

Secondary cooling zone divided to seven zones to deal with distribution of heat
transfer coefficient along wall of secondary cooling. Total length of secondary cooling
zone is 2 m. Length of each sub zone of secondary cooling is 30 cm except sub-zones
one and last, they are (10 cm) and (40 cm) respectively. We set all secondary cooling
zones as a moving wall and its speed 0.002 (m/s) to simulate the movement of billet
surface regarding to the water spray of secondary cooling.
Heat transfer coefficient on first zone after billet exit from mould very little, because
this zone does not exposed to spray water directly. In second zone, the spray water nozzle affect concentrated, thus heat transfer coefficient is the largest. Heat transfer coefficient decreases gradually in the rest of the other zones, as a result moving away from
the source of cooling and a thin layer of vapor is formed on the wall of billet. Heat flux
removal at secondary cooling region is controlled by convention equation (Newton’s
law of cooling). This equation can be obtained from heat transfer coefficient and the
difference between water spray temperature and wall strand temperature. Heat transfer
coefficient predicted in the literature [18]. The values of heat transfer coefficient in
modified by increasing them linearly, whereas the values of heat transfer coefficient
jump steeply from one zone to other. Table 4 shows the values of heat transfer coefficient for different cases. Case (a) represent heat transfer coefficient as in the literature.
Other cases were obtained from the magnification of case (a) as a result of multiplication by 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 respectively, to simulate the increase in cooling intensity.

3. Results and Discussions
In this section, the results of controlling heat removal process from the casted billet in
both primary cooling and secondary cooling regions are shown.
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Table 4. Heat transfer coefficient (W/m2) distribution during different cases.
Zones

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

1.

63

126

189

252

315

378

441

2.

597

1194

1791

2388

2985

3582

4179

3.

511

1022

1533

2044

2555

3066

3577

4.

241

482

723

964

1205

1446

1687

5.

121

242

363

484

605

726

847

6.

63

126

189

252

315

378

441

7.

68

136

204

272

340

408

476

3.1. Primary Cooling
Liquid fraction along the billet centerline is considered in the numerical results to calculate the depth of the liquid pool and mushy zone thickness at solidification tip, where
liquid fraction equals 0 for the solid, 1 for the liquid, and lay between 0 and 1 for mushy
zone metal. Liquid fraction throughout a section at the mould exit is also considered to
predict the thickness of solid shell at mould exit section and mushy zone thickness at
the same section.
During solidification process, the length of the pool is affected by cooling in both
primary and secondary cooling regions. This length will provide an evidence of cooling
rate and direction. Logically, longer pool length refers to longer time of solidification
for constant speed casting, and same thing can be said for thicker mushy zone. Mushy
zone is solidified late below the exit section, this promise to form the desirable grain
size which depends on cooling rate in secondary cooling. Whenever, solid shell region
solidifies completely within mould region due to high temperature difference in the
mould region which results in higher cooling rate. As a result, grain size will be small in
solid shell region.
In Figure 3, heat fluxes are drawn for varying inlet water temperatures. Cooling rates
are the higher at the top of the mould (y = 0.3 m), and heat exchange decreases with
decreasing temperature difference between the metal and cooling water. High cooling
rate at the topside of the mould results in forming hard shell with fine grain size. Cooling water inlet temperature is stepped by 5˚C for the first four cases to get reasonable
change in heat flux. The step is doubled after that because the changes in shell thickness
are trivial, and heat flux amount decreases with rising cooling water temperature.
Where pool length and mushy zone thickness at solidification tip are very sensitive for
any change in heat extracting in mould region as has been stated in previous studies
[19], and in the results below. The changes in heat flux are more significant at the upper
half of the mould where the metal is partially liquid and the convective heat is more
sensitive to cooling water temperature.
Approximately, pool length increases linearly with increasing cooling water inlet temperature as appears in Figure 4. However, there are some fluctuations in the trend line,
but these fluctuations may belong to some numerical issues rather than physical effects.
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Figure 3. Heat flux in mould region for different inlet water temperature.

Figure 4. Varying pool length with increasing inlet water temperature.

These decreasing of extraction heat flux from mould allow some superheating energy
and latent heat in the molten metal to stay out of mould region. Thus pool length becomes longer and mushy zone thickness at tip increasing linearly and slightly until
reach to (0.25 m) as appears in Figure 5. However, the changes in mushy zone thickness look comparatively little (one centimeter for each step of decreasing of heat flux),
but these changes are significant indicator for the cooling rate in solidification process.
Any little change in mushy zone thickness will give the grains of metal longer time to
grow and build larger grain boundaries. The advantage of increasing pool length is to
allow more amount of heat transfer in the vertical direction instead of wasting heat rapidly in radial direction. It also contributes to provide long time for solidification
191
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Figure 5. Varying mushy zone thickness against inlet water temperature.

process and allow the grains to grow in all directions to form more likely equiaxed
grain shape. This long time assisted to form coarse grain size for billet of copper. These
increasing’s in length of molten metal pool and thickness of mushy at tip are desired in
general, but it may cause some defect in the surface of product. These defect appear if
pool length increased out of limited range, which explained in several previous literatures [20].
At the mould exit section, the solid shell thickness doesn’t change with the variation of
the mould inlet water temperature from 23˚C to 38˚C. It is about fixed value of 0.0125
m, as shown in Figure 6. However, it suddenly decreases to 0.0045 m for lower heat
flux at inlet water temperature of 43˚C. Then the solid shell thickness fixed at 0.0045 m
until water temperature reaches to 73˚C. Continuous decreasing in heat flux causes
further solid shell thickness decreasing. Further decreasing in the shell thickness may
cause breakout failure, because of the static head pressure supplied by liquid metal in
the mould [5] [21]. When cooling water temperature is lower than 38˚C, heat flux in
the mould is enough to produce a thick shell. Above than 38˚C, the shell thickness
jumps directly to a small value due to smaller temperature differences between water
and mould wall. This may refer to the role of local temperature difference between water and mould wall for the same selected heat transfer coefficient and its impact on
convection process. Mushy zone thickness at mould exit section is approximately not
affected significantly by the reduction of the primary cooling heat flux. However, both
shell thickness and mushy zone thickness degrade clearly at (73˚C), which means that
decreasing heat flux to this point definitely is not suitable for this process.

3.2. Secondary Cooling
In the first section, Heat flux extraction from mould wall is reduced by increasing water
inlet temperature. The focus was on the effect of these changes on the pool length, the
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Figure 6. Solid shell thickness and Mushy zone at exit section for a range of inlet water temperature Tw.

solid shell thickness and mushy zone thickness at solidification tip and exit section of
the mould.
In this study, two cases of primary heat flux are selected for examining the secondary
cooling zone relatively to a specified primary cooling quantity. One of these cases is selected at the mould inlet water temperature (Tw = 38˚C) (moderate primary cooling).
The other case is selected at the mould inlet water temperature (Tw = 63˚C) (low primary cooling). In both cases, solid shell thickness should be enough for keeping molten
metal to prevent it from diffuse to outer area. The first selected case (at Tw = 38˚C)
represents point after it solid shell thickness reduced to the less acceptable thickness.
Solid shell thickness and mushy zone thickness at exit mould is the same with the higher cooling rates at the mould, however it has longer pool length. The second selected
case (at Tw = 63˚C) represents point at which pool length is longer than other cases as
well as it represent a critical point for shell thickness. Also solid shell thickness is the
same for cases that preceded it after the first selected case. After this case (at Tw = 73˚C)
molten metal may be break the shell out and diffuse to the circumference of the billet.
In Figure 7, we notice the length of pool molten metal inversely proportional to the
increase of heat flux extracted from the secondary cooling zone. As well as, the thickness of mushy zone at tip of solidification decreases with increasing heat flux extraction
from secondary cooling zone as shown in Figure 8. However, there are significant differences between the cases of the temperature 38˚C and the second selected case of the
temperature 63˚C. It is noted that the first case move into the solid phase faster than in
the second case. This is because the heat that has been removed in the first case higher
than in the second during the primary cooling. For low cooling fluxes (a) and (b), extraction heat flux from secondary cooling is not sufficient to dissipate all latent heat and
superheating energy, thus pool length extends beyond the numerical field (>2.3 m) of
the billet in both selected cases.
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Figure 7. Pool length versus different heat flux intensity.

Figure 8. Mushy zone thickness at solidification tip for different secondary cooling intensity cases.

In Figure 7 and Figure 8, both pool length and mushy zone thickness are distinguished and within the computational field of this study in the cases c, d, e, f, and g.
Also, solid region, molten region and mushy zone region are clear and distinct. Also
show that the first case for each cooling intensity stage has shorter pool length and less
mushy zone thickness compared with that of the second case for same subjected secondary cooling. However, we can notice in the figures approximately we need to increase secondary cooling by 1.5 times in second case to achieve same pool length and
same mushy zone thickness of the first case. Sufficient cooling in secondary cooling is
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preferred to accelerate the process, but longer pool length is also important to get
coarser grain size. That mean increasing the intensity of cooling in secondary cooling is
achievable with enough pool length for lower cooling in primary zone. The drop in the
length of pool as a result of increased heat flux extracted from the secondary cooling
zone for both cases is clear in Figure 7. Pool length approaches to be constant for high
cooling rates, which promises high readiness of increasing intensity of secondary cooling. Recalling that, heat flux in case (g) is 1.75 times of that in case (d). However, pool
length increases by only 15 cm from case (d) to case (g) in first case and by 27 cm in the
second case. In other hand, heat flux in case (d) is two times of that in case (b), but pool
length difference is 40 cm in first case and more than 70 cm in the second case. In addition, the difference between the two cases is high only in the lower secondary cooling
effect (cases a, b, c, and d). However, this difference decreases when secondary cooling
plays greater role (cases e, f, and g). Figure 8 shows the drop in mushy zone thickness
at the tip of solidification for all cases. However, mushy thickness decreases with cooling rate for both cases, but the difference between them still high with little decreasing
due to the effect of primary cooling.

4. Conclusion
Primary cooling intensity reduction is applicable to increase pool length and mushy
zone thickness, but it is restricted to a specific limit to avoid failure of casting process.
Since, reduced primary cooling will reduce the productivity and results in a lot of casting defects like bending of the billet and high rate of surface oxidization, higher rate
secondary cooling is required. Results show the applicability of higher secondary cooling intensity for reduced primary cooling. However, higher secondary cooling reduces
pool length and mushy zone thickness. But by its combination with reduction of primary cooling, intensity of secondary cooling can be severely amplified. For 25˚C temperature difference between first and second case of water inlet temperature for primary cooling, secondary cooling can be magnified by (1.16 the ratio g/f) to (1.5 the ratio of
c/b) in low primary cooling case (63˚C) to get pool length and mushy zone thickness
not less than that of high primary cooling case (38˚C).
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